BAD, BAD, TURtLE IN-HANd
GOAL: Be the player to reveal the turtle card or the
last player remaining in the game.
SETUP:All cards in the deck except for the point
cards are used for this game.
Start by removing the turtle and shuffling the rest of
the cards.
Deal five cards to every player. This is the player's
initial hand (they may pick up and look at these
cards).
Next, replace the turtle into the undealt stack of
cards and shuffle the cards one more time.
Finally deal all the remaining cards face down to
each player. These are the player's individual stacks
and so they should not look at these cards (just put
them in a stack near each player).
Here is roughly what
the table should look
like mid-game:

HOW TO HANDLE SPECIAL SITUATIONS & CARDS
EMPTY STACK: When any player exhausts their
unrevealed stack, the community discard stack is
shuffled and dealt out evenly to all players (players who
did not have an empty stack should add these new
cards to the bottom of their existing stack).
Any player who is left without a stack after the
community redeal is eliminated from the game.
ELIMINATED: When a player is eliminated they put all
of their cards from their hand and stack face down into
the community discard stack (these will all be
redistributed to the remaining players on the next
redeal).
PUT ASIDE: You must first 'reveal' a put aside card
before it can be considered available for play. Once
revealed you move the card, face up, from the
community reveal pile to location near your unrevealed
stack. It is then available for the player to play at any
point in the game going forward. When played, the card
is placed and kept on the community reveal stack.
SWAPS: Only stacks should move from player to
player as a result of swap actions (players keep the
cards in their hand).
SHUFFLE: When this card is played, the community
reveal pile and discard pile should be shuffled together
and redealt to all remaining players.

Play should begin by the
SLOW DOWN: The next player should shuffle their
player wearing the most green. If no player is wearing
hand into their stack and then pick up five new cards
green, play begins with the youngest player.
before taking their turn.
GAMEPLAY: Each turn consists of three actions:
1. Discard: Player puts two cards from their hand or
unrevealed stack into the community discard stack.
(never looking at what the cards from the unrevealed
stack are or revealing these cards to any other
players).

CLEAN UP: When this card is played, the community
revealed stack, except for the clean up card, is put into
the community discard pile.
DO OVER: When this card is played, the player
shuffles all of the cards, except for the do over card, in
the community reveal pile into their stack.

NUMBER CARDS: No actions are
2. Reveal: Player can choose to play a card from their triggered or taken when a standard
hand OR they can flip the top card on their unrevealed Fubnub number card is played.
stack. Cards should be revealed to the community
reveal stack.
3. Draw: Player draws cards from their unrevealed
stack until they have a hand of five cards (if a player
already has five cards in their hand, they do not draw
any cards this turn).

REMEMBER: Keep it fun. Adjust the
rules to whatever works best and is
most fun for your unique set of players.

